FLORENCE

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Uffizi Gallery – Skip The Line Ticket with Audioguide
Take advantage of a pre-purchased Skip-the-Line ticket and enjoy
fast-track entrance to the Uffizi Gallery, one of the oldest and most
famous museums in the world.

PRICES FROM
General
€55

Florence Hop-on/Hop-off Double Decker Bus Tour
This narrated double-decker bus tour offers unlimited hop-on/hopoff stops at various locations throughout the city allowing you to
see the world famous landmarks at your own pace.

Adult €23
Child €12

Accademia Gallery – Skip The Line Ticket
Avoid the long ticket queues and enjoy fast track entrance to the
Accademia Gallery where you will discover Michelangelo’s David
and other amazing Renaissance works.

General
€42

Excursion to Pisa with the Leaning Tower Skip the Line
Take a splendid excursion through the fertile and picturesque
Tuscan countryside to the historic university city of Pisa, famous for
its architectural beauty and the world famous Leaning Tower.

General
€76

Chianti Authentic Experience
Take a tour to the area which produces one of the most famous red
wines in the world, Chianti in Tuscany, and try some of the vintage
yourself.

Adult €50
Child €25

Learn to make Pizza & Gelato
Learn to make pizza and gelato just like the Italians do! This chef-led
class will introduce you to the history of these glorious Italian
creations before you enjoy a dinner of the delicacies.

Adult £28
€60
Adult
Child €30
Child £5

All Florence in One Day
This full day tour shows you all of the city's masterpieces including
its rolling hills, spectacular cathedral and the world famous
Accademia and Uffizi Galleries.

General
€131

Concert and Dinner in the Heart of Florence
After enjoying a delicious meal of Tuscan cuisine in the very heart of
historic Florence, take in a selection of the most celebrated Italian
opera arias and famous Neapolitan songs.

Adult €67
Child €33

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

